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According to Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), one of the crucial factors for successful
learning is the type and amount of working-memory load (WML) learners experience
while studying instructional materials. Optimal learning conditions are characterized by
providing challenges for learners without inducing cognitive over- or underload. Thus,
presenting instruction in a way that WML is constantly held within an optimal range with
regard to learners’ working-memory capacity might be a good method to provide these
optimal conditions. The current paper elaborates how digital learning environments, which
achieve this goal can be developed by combining approaches from Cognitive Psychology,
Neuroscience, and Computer Science. One of the biggest obstacles that needs to be
overcome is the lack of an unobtrusive method of continuously assessing learners’ WML in
real-time. We propose to solve this problem by applying passive Brain-Computer Interface
(BCI) approaches to realistic learning scenarios in digital environments. In this paper we
discuss the methodological and theoretical prospects and pitfalls of this approach based
on results from the literature and from our own research. We present a strategy on how
several inherent challenges of applying BCIs to WML and learning can be met by refining
the psychological constructs behind WML, by exploring their neural signatures, by using
these insights for sophisticated task designs, and by optimizing algorithms for analyzing
electroencephalography (EEG) data. Based on this strategy we applied machine-learning
algorithms for cross-task classifications of different levels of WML to tasks that involve
studying realistic instructional materials. We obtained very promising results that yield
several recommendations for future work.
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INTRODUCTION: PASSIVE BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACES
FOR ADAPTIVE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS
A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a direct link between a
human brain and a technical system. It detects patterns in brain
activity (by means of so-called classifiers) and translates them
into input commands for the machine. Usually, brain activity is
recorded noninvasively through electroencephalography (EEG)
and is interpreted by a conventional personal computer using
machine learning and signal processing techniques (Blankertz
et al., 2002). Machine learning algorithms are used to classify
different patterns in the EEG that have to be actively produced
by patients, e.g., by imaging movements (Wolpaw et al., 1991;
Pfurtscheller et al., 1993; Schalk et al., 2004) or that are elicited
in reaction to an attended stimulus. The initial, principal goal of
BCI-based applications has been to provide direct communica-
tion and control channels for patients who have lost their ability

to communicate naturally (Wolpaw et al., 2002). As the reliability
and usability of BCI systems have improved over the past decade,
their applicability and their appeal for other purposes besides
patient support has grown also. Today BCI-approaches are devel-
oped for applications beyond assistive technologies addressing
general problems of human-computer interaction (Zander et al.,
2010). According to such a passive BCI approach (Zander and
Kothe, 2011), spontaneously generated brain signals related to
current changes in cognitive and affective user states can be
deployed to support a given interaction. With passive BCIs,
new methods for real-time cognitive state assessments become
available that might improve human-computer interaction signif-
icantly (for exemplary studies in this emerging field see e.g., Lin
et al., 2005; Ramsey et al., 2006; Dyson et al., 2010).

Different forms of passive BCIs have been proposed in recent
years, for example for detecting the perception of errors (Zander
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and Jatzev, 2009; Zander et al., 2010), for detecting cheating
(Reissland and Zander, 2010), for detecting specific intentions
when fixating an object (Zander et al., 2011a; Protzak et al., 2013),
or for detecting the perceived loss of control when using a system
(Jatzev et al., 2008; Zander and Jatzev, 2012). Passive BCIs can
be considered as an implicit, secondary communication channel
enriching the ongoing primary human-computer interaction by
providing information about ongoing user states. The opportu-
nity to adapt specialized digital environments to current mental
states such as inattention, cognitive or perceptual workload, men-
tal fatigue or aversive emotions might be very helpful for users
such as system operators, people interacting in augmented envi-
ronments, or even surgeons and astronauts (Tonin et al., 2010; De
Negueruela et al., 2011).

In this paper we will mainly concentrate on issues related to the
detection of users’ cognitive workload and the automatic adapta-
tion to it. Workload adaptation is a topic that is not only relevant
for specialized digital environments as mentioned before but also
for much more ubiquitous and generic settings of everyday life
such as adaptive learning environments for educational purposes.
As will be outlined in the next section, adapting the complexity of
instructional materials to learners’ cognitive workload has been
the main rationale of many instructional design approaches. In
the remainder of this paper we will elaborate on the method-
ological and theoretical prospects and pitfalls of a passive BCI
approach to cognitive workload assessment in instructional con-
texts by discussing results from the literature and from our own
research. Based on these discussions, we will present a strategy
on how several inherent challenges of applying BCIs to working-
memory load (WML) and learning can be met by refining the
psychological constructs behind WML, by exploring their neural
signatures, by using these insights for sophisticated task designs,
and by optimizing algorithms for analyzing EEG data.

COGNITIVE WORKLOAD AND ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTION: A
CHALLENGE FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
According to important cognitive theories of instructional design
(e.g., Cognitive Load Theory, CLT, Sweller et al., 1998; Cognitive
Theory of Multimedia Learning, CTML, Mayer, 2009) the type
and amount of cognitive load learners experience while studying
instructional materials is one of the crucial factors for suc-
cessful learning. Optimal learning conditions are characterized
by providing challenges for learners without inducing cognitive
overload. This general rationale is also prevalent in many clas-
sic instructional design theories. For instance, Vygotsky’s (1978)
well-known “zone of proximal development” describes an ideal
instructional situation as intermediate between situations that
are “too difficult” and situations that are “too easy.” Salomon’s
(1984) AIME-approach focuses on optimizing learners’ “amount
of invested mental effort” by manipulating the perceived task
demands of learning materials in a way that learners’ are stim-
ulated to engage in study activities imposing a high level of cogni-
tive workload. Reigeluth’s seminal Elaboration Theory (Reigeluth
and Stein, 1983) is based on the idea of presenting the same
instructional contents in a sequence of increasingly more complex
versions to align the cognitive workload imposed onto learn-
ers to their growing level of understanding. Thus, presenting

instructional materials in a way that learners’ cognitive workload
is constantly held within an optimal range is not a new idea but
rather seems to be unequivocally advocated by many instructional
theories as a guideline to provide optimal learning conditions.
The different conceptions, however, of what constitutes the nature
of cognitive workload, seem to be less unequivocally.

Workload theories in the human factors area like Wickens’
(1984) widely adopted Multiple Resource Model assume that
there are numerous information-processing resources (like per-
ception, processing and action applied to items of different
modalities and representational codes), each of which could
potentially be overloaded in a current task performance, thereby
generating a bottleneck. On the contrary, cognitive theories of
instructional design like CLT or CTML are much more specific
with regard to the information-processing resources they consider
as pivotal cognitive bottlenecks for processes of learning and com-
prehension. According to these theories, the workload imposed
onto a structure called working memory is the crucial type of
cognitive load. Working memory describes the small amount of
information that can be held and manipulated in mind simul-
taneously for the execution of a current cognitive task (Cowan,
2014). A careful management of cognitive load imposed onto
working memory is the main instructional rationale of theories
like CLT or CTML. This is in line with the main recommenda-
tion derived by working memory researchers (e.g., Cowan, 2014)
from their work with regard to improving learning and educa-
tion: It is of fundamental importance that instructional materials
are adjusted to the working-memory capabilities of learners.

The concept of WML in CLT and CTML refers back to the
multicomponent working memory model by Baddeley (1986,
2000, 2012), which distinguishes verbal and visual temporal
storage components (phonological loop and visuospatial sketch-
pad) from an attentional control system (the central executive,
borrowed from the supervisory attentional system postulated
by Norman and Shallice, 1986). CLT and CTML focus almost
entirely on the capacity limitations of the storage components of
working memory as the bottlenecks for learning, assuming that
these components constrain the amount of new information that
can be processed simultaneously in order to be integrated into
long-term memory. According to this view, if the amount of infor-
mation a learner has to process at some point in time, exceeds the
capacity of these storage components, the entire learning process
is hindered. Consequently, the scientific literature on CLT and
CTML focuses on identifying instructional manipulations that
allow influencing the type and amount of WML during learning
in order to not overtax students working memory capacity.

WML during learning is commonly assumed to be the result
of an interaction between the external task requirements of the
instructional design presented to learners and the complexities
of the contents to be learned in relation to learners’ knowledge
prerequisites (cf. Kalyuga et al., 2003). Identical contents can
result in lower WML for more (as compared to less) knowledge-
able learners due to the chunking of information enabled by the
availability of more complex concepts for representing contents.
Beyond the cognitive load imposed by the representational hold-
ing of contents (also described as intrinsic or essential cognitive
load) there are additional components of cognitive load imposed
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by task requirements of the instructional design itself (e.g.,
requirements such as searching and handling information, com-
paring instructional materials, or drawing elaborative inferences).
Depending on whether these additional processes required by the
instructional design are helpful or hindering for deeper learning
they are described as germane or extraneous processes (Sweller
et al., 1998; Gerjets and Scheiter, 2003; Gerjets and Hesse, 2004;
Cierniak et al., 2009b). This distinction, however, between “pos-
itive” (germane) and “negative” (extraneous) components of
cognitive load has been subject to severe critique in recent years
(cf. Gerjets et al., 2009; De Jong, 2010).

Frameworks like CLT and CTML have elaborated ample advice
on how to adapt contents and instructional designs to students’
limited working-memory resources. One important caveat in this
field, however, consists in the fact that it is not possible to pro-
vide a general advice for all types of learners independent of their
level of prior knowledge. Due to the interaction between content
complexities and learner’s knowledge prerequisites, one and the
same instructional material can impose different levels of work-
load onto different learners. There are even “expertise reversal
effects” showing that one instructional material A as compared to
another instructional material B imposes higher WML for novice
learners, whereas the reverse is true for more advanced learners
(Kalyuga et al., 2003). For instance, a so-called integrated graphic
that presents pictorial elements in close spatial proximity to cor-
responding verbal explanations (e.g., labels) imposes a lower level
of WML onto novice learners than a non-integrated graphic that
provides verbal explanations apart from their pictorial counter-
parts (e.g., as a figure caption). It is assumed that integrated
graphics support novices in searching for verbal explanations
of pictorial elements. Interestingly, the inverse pattern has been
shown for more advanced learners (e.g., Cierniak et al., 2009a).
Advanced learners suffer from higher WML when learning with
integrated graphics as compared to non-integrated graphics. This
is due to the fact that at some point during learning verbal expla-
nations of pictorial elements become redundant for learners as
they are acquainted with these elements. Subsequently, learners
might tend to even suffer from integrated graphics with regard
to WML because they are forced to process verbal information
in working memory that is unnecessary for them to understand
the graphics. Consequently, from the viewpoint of instructional-
design theories WML is a highly volatile learner characteristic,
potentially consisting of different cognitive load components that
change during learning not only due to learners’ increasing level
of knowledge but also due to the changing instructional materials
and task requirements presented to learners at each point in time.

Accordingly, an ultimate instructional goal would probably
be a moment-to-moment assessment of WML leading to an
immediate online adaptation of instructional materials in case of
learners getting overwhelmed (or underchallenged) with regard
to their currently available working-memory capacity. A nat-
ural technological solution to achieve this goal would consist
in constructing an adaptive learning environment that—other
than traditional intelligent tutor systems (ITS) based on model-
tracing (e.g., Corbett, 2001) or based on natural language analysis
(e.g., Graesser and McNamara, 2010)—does not aim to diagnose
learners’ developing knowledge structures directly, but more

generically concentrates on the continuous detection of differ-
ent levels of WML and the online-adaptation to it. Probably,
the biggest obstacle to achieve such a technological goal is the
lack of appropriate measurement procedures allowing for a con-
tinuous and non-obtrusive online tracking of WML. Current
measurement methods mostly rely either on subjective work-
load ratings (Hart and Staveland, 1988; Paas et al., 2003) or on
dual-task procedures (Brünken et al., 2003; DeLeeuw and Mayer,
2008; Cierniak et al., 2009b), both of which are likely to dis-
rupt and annoy learners while studying—without allowing for
a fine-grained temporal modeling of WML. Despite these draw-
backs, first provisional attempts to construct workload-adaptive
learning environments based on subjective rating scales yielded
promising results, even though adaptation was not instantaneous,
as WML could not be assessed continuously (Mihalca et al.,
2011). Additionally, the learning process had of course to be
interrupted frequently in this study to obtain workload ratings
from learners.

Less obtrusive measures of WML that are better integrated
into the learning process, such as performance measures obtained
on assessment items embedded into the instructional materi-
als are unfortunately not sufficiently specific for cognitive load
monitoring, as they do not reveal whether the successful or unsuc-
cessful solution of an assessment item was achieved with a high or
low level of working-memory investment. Or as Cowan (2014)
puts it: “One potential pitfall to watch for is that, while some
students will want to press slightly beyond their zone of com-
fort and will learn well, others will want an easy time, and may
choose to learn less than they would be capable of learning,” Thus,
the investments of working-memory resources during learning
and the success or failure with regard to assessments of learning
outcomes are clearly dissociable. Beyond this disadvantage, even
repeated assessments during learning will not lead to a contin-
uous measurement and might even frustrate learners in case of
high failure rates.

In sum, measures like task performance, rating scales, or dual
tasks do not allow for a continuous and non-obtrusive measure-
ment of WML and this fact provides a fundamental problem for
workload-adaptive instructional environments. One option that
has been advocated to overcome this problem is to identify suit-
able physiological indicators of WML. For instance, it has been
proposed to use physiological measures like pupil dilation or skin
conductivity for a continuous WML assessment. However, up to
now these measures mostly turned out to be not very reliable
and specific indicators of WML (Brünken et al., 2003; Paas et al.,
2003). A novel methodological avenue for solving this problem
in instructional research might be to obtain more direct physio-
logical measures of neural activity to derive sufficiently specific
indicators of WML during learning. This approach can capitalize
on a tradition of using EEG parameters as workload indicators
in human factors research as well as in neuroscience research
(e.g., Gevins and Smith, 2003). In instructional scenarios this
approach has been applied very rarely and in a tentative fashion
(e.g., Gerlic and Jausovec, 1999; Antonenko and Niederhauser,
2010; Antonenko et al., 2010). In this paper we will follow this
line of research by trying to explore the potential of a passive BCI
approach for designing workload-adaptive learning technologies
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based on EEG signals. In the near future, such BCIs may be
applied in combination with low cost headset-like EEG sensors
using dry electrodes (as they are currently beginning to reach
the market, cf., Zander et al., 2011b) to help learners in instruc-
tional environments to keep their cognitive workload constantly
within an optimal range. Beyond preventing cognitive overload,
such BCIs may also help to immediately detect and fix a lack
of challenge when learning materials are too simple in relation
to a specific learner’s prerequisites in terms of prior knowledge
or working memory capacity. This approach resembles ITS that
have already been developed for other types of learner states
(e.g., affective states like boredom or engagement), following the
same rationale of using sensor-based measures to control adaptive
learning environments (for an overview see Calvo and D’Mello,
2010).

PROMISES AND DRAWBACKS OF EEG-BASED
MEASUREMENT OF WML DURING LEARNING: THE ISSUE OF
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR CONFOUNDS
The currently best-studied EEG correlates of WML that would
be suitable for a continuous online assessment of learner states
are variations in the oscillatory power of the theta and alpha
band activity (for a review see Klimesch, 1999). An increase in
WML has repeatedly been shown to lead to an increase in theta
band activity over frontal-midline electrodes (event-related syn-
chronization, theta ERS; e.g., Gevins et al., 1997; Jensen and
Tesche, 2002; Missonnier et al., 2006; Krause et al., 2010; Sauseng
et al., 2010) and a decrease in alpha band power over parietal-
occipital electrodes (event-related desynchronization, alpha ERD;
e.g., Gevins et al., 1997; Stipacek et al., 2003; Krause et al., 2010).

In line with these findings, it has recently been proposed by
Antonenko et al. (2010) to use oscillatory power for the mea-
surement of WML in instructional research. To substantiate this
idea, the authors discuss two studies that obtained continuous
EEG measures to indicate WML during learning with hyperme-
dia (Antonenko and Niederhauser, 2010) and multimedia (Gerlic
and Jausovec, 1999). However, in our view both of these studies
are subject to one of the main pitfalls that have to be resolved
before neural workload measures can find a useful application
in the context of a passive BCI to improve learning: In both
studies it remains very unclear due to the complex learning
materials used for experimentation whether the observed EEG
differences between more and less demanding learning materi-
als really go back to differences in WML alone or whether they
might be mostly results of some behavioral correlates of work-
load or of some other perceptual or motor differences between
the experimental conditions.

For instance, Gerlic and Jausovec (1999) found that learning
about planets from spoken text combined with music and pic-
torial information (high WML) as compared to learning from
written text alone (low WML) yielded alpha ERDs in temporal
and occipital electrodes whereas in the text only condition alpha
ERDs in frontal and central electrodes occurred. Here, poten-
tial differences in WML between the experimental conditions are
massively confounded with perceptual differences of the experi-
mental materials. The same criticism applies to the second study
cited by Antonenko et al. (2010). This study (Antonenko and

Niederhauser, 2010) revealed differences in alpha and theta fre-
quencies when reading hypertext with vs. without link previews,
hypothetically indicating a lower level of WML in conditions
with link previews. However, conditions with link previews dif-
fered also perceptually (pop-up windows showed up) and with
regard to motor activity (mouseover was needed for activating
previews) from the conditions without previews. Again, these
perceptual-motor confounds seem to prevent a clear attribution
of the EEG differences found between experimental conditions
to levels of WML. In our view, these problems of perceptual-
motor confounds seem inevitable when using standard EEG
power analyses for comparing different realistic learning mate-
rials (instead of comparing more controlled experimental tasks
without perceptual-motor confounds).

What implications do these studies have with regard to the
prospects of developing workload-adaptive instructional environ-
ments based on a passive-BCI approach? First it has to be noted
that the standard EEG power analyses used in these experimen-
tal studies require a statistically averaging of data across several
subjects and trials to identify significant EEG differences between
instructional conditions. When it comes to adaptive learning
environments, however, single-subject single-trial analyses are
necessary to derive a continuous classification of learners’ level
of WML from EEG data allowing instantaneous reactions to dif-
ferent levels of WML. This requires very different approaches
to online data analysis. Second, even if it is possible to clas-
sify realistic instructional conditions (inducing different levels
of WML) online based on suitable methods to analyze EEG
power differences, the question needs to be addressed, whether
this classification is really based on differences in WML or on
some of the perceptual-motor confounds of the different instruc-
tional conditions. In the latter case, it can unfortunately not be
expected that the classification method used for the current task
will yield transfer to novel instructional situations unless these
situations have similar perceptual-motor confounds of different
levels of WML. Beyond this problem that a classification based on
perceptual-motor confounds is quite uninteresting from a prac-
tical perspective, it is also quite uninformative with regard to the
theoretical issue of whether we can adapt instructional environ-
ments to cognitive workload because the classification method
might not be specific enough to address workload only and hence
might not really keep track of learners WML. We addressed
both caveats (demonstration of single-subject single-trial analy-
ses; avoiding perceptual-motor confounds in classifier training)
in two of our own studies that will be reviewed in this paper.

STUDY 1: REALISTIC INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
IMPOSING DIFFERENT LEVELS OF WML: DO
SINGLE-SUBJECT SINGLE-TRIAL EEG DATA ALLOW FOR A
CLASSIFICATION OF THESE LEVELS?
The first caveat that we addressed in a study by Walter et al. (2011)
is whether EEG power differences between learners studying two
types of realistic instructional materials (inducing different lev-
els of WML) are sufficiently strong and reliable to enable a good
classification result when analyzed with BCI methods. The prob-
lem of analyzing single-subject single-trial data online is pivotal
for the passive BCI approach and requires completely different
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methods for analyzing oscillatory EEG data than those used by
Antonenko and Niederhauser (2010). These methods are based
on machine learning algorithms as they have been developed
by research on traditional BCIs for patients. In our study, we
used realistic materials similar to Gerlic and Jausovec (1999) or
Antonenko and Niederhauser (2010) to investigate classification
accuracies, being aware, of course, that using realistic instruc-
tional materials will inevitably result in the abovementioned
confound issues.

The study by Walter et al. (2011) used a within-subject design
to manipulate WML. Ten learners (12–14 years) were asked to
study two different types of instructional materials involving pro-
cesses of learning and comprehension at different levels of WML.
In a high WML study window, learners had to study graphical
representations and explanations of mathematical angle theo-
rems in order to understand the theorems. In a low WML study
window, learners had to study a different kind of graphical rep-
resentations, namely comic strips, in order to understand the
stories depicted. Both materials involved complex graphical dis-
plays, however, the comic strips where quite easy to understand
for learners whereas the angle theorems where quite hard for them
to grasp. The two types of materials where presented to learners in
an alternating sequence to avoid confounding WML with presen-
tation time. This type of sequencing was chosen to improve exper-
imental control and internal validity. It has to be noted, however,
that it is not very representative with regard to realistic instruc-
tional situations. Under realistic conditions, there is usually an
increase in the objective complexity of learning materials over
time, which is, however, not always associated with an increase of
learners’ level of WML due to learner’s improved knowledge pre-
requisites over time (see Section Cognitive workload and adaptive
instruction: A challenge for instructional design for details).

The experimental procedure comprised three parts. First, sub-
jects had to solve a pre-test to assure they had no prior knowledge
on angular geometry before participating in the study. A sec-
ond part consisted of three learning episodes, 11 min each. In
each episode subjects were asked to study five angle-theorems
as well as five comic strips (in alternating sequence). Each the-
orem and each comic strip was presented for a 45 s time interval
that we define as study window. Subsequent to each study win-
dow, subjects were requested to answer a question with regard to
the interpretation of the theorem or comic strip (four multiple-
choice options presented for 10 s). Finally, subjects had to rate
their subjective level of cognitive load during the study window
on a 7-point Likert scale presented for another 10 s. Overall, sub-
jects were presented with 15 study windows on angle theorems
and 15 study windows on comic strips in the second part of the
experiment, always alternating between these two types of materi-
als. In a third part of the experiment, first, learning outcome mea-
sures were obtained by asking students to solve angle problems.
We used a German version of the Carnegie Learning geometry
tutor for this task (Schwonke et al., 2007). Finally, a post-test com-
prising the same items as the pretest was administered in order to
allow for direct pre-post comparisons.

During the two types of study windows (angle theorems vs.
comic strips), EEG data was collected and features with regard
to different characteristics in the EEG frequency bands were

extracted. Due to the low number of 30 study windows (15
for each type of instructional material), all artifact free study
windows were segmented into smaller epochs of 15 s for each
subject and each study window. Accordingly, 45 epochs per sub-
ject resulted for each type of instructional material (3 epochs per
study window × 5 study windows per learning episode × 3 learn-
ing episodes for each type of instructional material), which were
used for classification. This segmentation was possible because no
significant variation was detected in the signal over a full study
window. Concerning the feature selection, we focused on frontal
and parietal electrodes with regard to the spectral power within
the alpha (8–13 Hz) and theta (4–7 Hz) frequency band. For
spectral analysis, an autoregressive model was calculated using
the Burg-Algorithm. As there were no theta differences between
learning materials, only alpha power values were used as features
to classify comic epochs (studying easy materials inducing low
levels of WML) vs. theorem epochs (studying difficult materi-
als inducing high levels of WML). As students were not required
to take any overt motor action during learning, prima facie no
obvious motor confounds of the two types of study windows
are to be expected. The results show that during epochs with
high levels of WML, a desynchronization of alpha band activity
could be observed in parietal (and occipital) brain areas as com-
pared to epochs with low levels of WML. These differences could
be successfully classified on a single-subject single-trial basis by
using a support vector machine (SVM) with radial basis func-
tion (RBF)-Kernel (Lotte et al., 2007). A 10-fold cross validation
was conducted to verify the accuracy of the trained SVM. The
mean classification accuracy for all 10 learners was 76%. For seven
out of the ten learners, an accuracy of 80% or higher could be
achieved for detecting epochs with high vs. low levels of WML.

Thus, our results show that it is indeed possible to classify
whether learners study realistic instructional materials induc-
ing low vs. high levels of WML with a substantial accuracy
based on single-subject single-trial EEG data. However, although
our results seem to be practically relevant and methodologically
interesting, we would consider them to be subject to the same
conceptual critique that we raised when discussing the studies
by Gerlic and Jausovec (1999) or Antonenko and Niederhauser
(2010) with regard to perceptual-motor confounds. For instance,
the angle theorems and the comic strips might differ with regard
to certain perceptual characteristics, potentially leading to differ-
ences in processing beyond imposing different levels of workload
onto working memory (e.g., different eye-movements or different
types of semantic processing). Thus, even if there have been no
obvious motor confounds of task difficulty in this study (because
students were not required to take any overt motor action dur-
ing learning), there nevertheless might have been perceptual
and as a consequence subtle motor confounds because more
difficult tasks might have resulted in different eye-movements
that could have been picked up by a classifier. Accordingly, our
second caveat remains: Even if an EEG-based classification is
possible for realistic tasks imposing different levels of WML,
this classification might still not be very helpful theoretically
because it remains unclear whether a workload classifier trained
on realistic tasks really represents a measure of WML or of
something else.
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ARE THERE SUCCESSFUL CLASSIFICATIONS OF LEVELS OF
WML BASED ON OSCILLATORY EEG DATA? A CRITICAL
REFLECTION ON RECENT STUDIES AND SOME
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Having a closer look at the tasks used for the classification of
WML from EEG data in studies outside the field of learning and
instruction reveals that problems of perceptual-motor confounds
seem to be quite common, shading doubt onto the usefulness of
these results as examples for the successful classification of WML.
Interestingly, these problems even occur in most studies that use
simple and low-level working-memory tasks for classification.

For instance, Heger et al. (2010) compared a resting state
situation to a situation where subjects were conducting workload-
imposing tasks like flanker tasks (where they have to press keys in
reaction to the orientation of the middle arrow of a display of
five arrows like: > > < > >) or switching tasks (where they have
to press keys to decide whether a number is greater vs. lower than
five or whether a number is odd vs. even depending on the dashed
or solid framing of the number). Heger et al. (2010) classified the
neural signature of the resting state situation vs. the workload-
imposing situations with an accuracy of over 90% [using Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs)]. Additionally, they applied the classi-
fier trained on these manipulations to realistic computer-based
tasks of low vs. high WML (reading vs. typing) by using a so-
called cross-task classification approach (for details with regard
to this approach see below). The authors claim that the classi-
fier application to the computer-based tasks was quite successful,
although no quantitative results of this cross-task classification
are reported. These results seem to be quite impressive at first
sight, however, there are severe perceptual-motor confounds in
this study that render a clear theoretical interpretation of the
findings impossible: Obviously, a striking difference between the
two classes used for training and for cross-task classification was
whether motor activity was involved or not (key pressing vs. rest-
ing and typing vs. reading). Thus, motor activity was strongly
confounded with the manipulation of WML. As the represen-
tation of motor activity in the EEG itself has a strong alpha
component and there are strong oscillatory electromyographic
effects (EMG) on the beta and gamma band activity in addi-
tion (which were actually used for classification by the authors)
this study may mainly demonstrate a classification of motor vs.
no-motor activity rather than of high vs. low levels of WML.

A study by Berka et al. (2004) who claim to classify different
levels of workload in motor tasks as well as in cognitive tasks
might be subject to a more sophisticated motor confound. They
used EEG data to distinguish four classes of “vigilance” and report
that increasing workload leads to a classification into the high
vigilance class for all types of tasks. However, as their classifier
mainly relies on alpha band power (which is also subject to ERD
during motor activity) in combination with behavioral measures
(fast eye blinks), it remains quite unclear whether the classifier is
sensitive for increased workload, increased motor activity and eye
movements, or both.

Similar arguments apply to the work of Chaouachi et al. (2011)
who used digit span tasks (requiring subjects to retain sequences
of digits of different length) and a logic task (requiring sub-
jects to induce rules of different difficulties describing sequences

of numbers like 2 - 4 - 6) for training and classification (by
means of Gaussian Process Regression). The NASA-TLX rating
scale (Hart and Staveland, 1988) was used to obtain subjective
data on experienced cognitive workload. Their results yielded
over 90% accuracy with regard to the prediction which tasks were
subjectively rated as simple, intermediate or difficult. Though ini-
tially impressive, again the difficulty levels of the tasks used were
systematically confounded with the amount of motor activities
required. Thus, the results cannot unambiguously be interpreted
as a classification of WML. For instance in the easiest condition
of the digit span tasks subjects were prompted 20 times to enter
the last three digits presented resulting in a pattern of 20 bursts of
three key presses in the experimental block. In the most difficult
condition of the digit span task they were prompted four times to
enter the last eight digits presented resulting in a pattern of four
bursts of eight key presses in the experimental block. Thus, not
only does the easy block contain 60 key presses and the difficult
block 32 key presses but also the temporal distribution was very
different. Moreover, a baseline measurement that was used as a
standard for the EEG power data from the different experimental
blocks was obtained only once at the beginning of the experiment.
In combination with the fact that all tasks were presented in an
easy to difficult order, the study seems also to confound task dif-
ficulty and time delay since baseline measurement, which might
be exploited by the classifier. Therefore, systematic drifts of EEG
features over time could also be responsible for good classification
results.

Another study that reported good within-task classification
results for three types of working-memory tasks (two levels of
WML each) is the study by Baldwin and Penaranda (2012).
They used a reading span task, a visuospatial n-back task, and
a Sternberg task for inducing different levels of WML. The read-
ing span task requires simultaneous processing (deciding whether
a sentence is correct or not) and storage (memorizing a letter
presented at the end of each sentence) for a variable number
of sentences (three or four in the low WML condition and six
or seven in the high WML condition). The visuospatial n-back
task required remembering and comparing the previous locations
of a moving square with its current location. In the low WML
condition the current location has to be compared with the loca-
tion one trial before (1-back). In the high WML condition it has
to be compared with the location three trials before (3-back).
Thus, the task requires updating a list of one vs. three loca-
tions in working memory for each trial. Nine different locations
were used for presentation and the probability that the current
location was identical to the criterion location presented n trials
before (i.e., positive match) was set to 50%. Subjects received a
feedback (answer correct or not) after each trial. The Sternberg
task requires deciding whether a number was or was not present
in a list of numbers presented before. In the low WML condi-
tion the list length was one, two, or three. In the high WML
condition the list length was four, five, or six. The six blocks
of tasks (two difficulty levels of each of the three tasks) were
presented in a randomized order. Each experimental block was
presented for 5 min to subjects. For the subsequent EEG analy-
sis each block was segmented into 60 non-overlapping windows
of 5 s each (motor responses required to complete the tasks were
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not excluced from the analysis). The classifiers used to distinguish
the levels of WML relied on 50 features, namely the EEG power
of five frequency bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma)
obtained in 10 EEG channels (three frontal, three central, three
parietal, and one occipital). ANNs were applied to classify the
two levels of WML for all three tasks. The within-task classifi-
cation, using 50% of the data from the to-be-classified task as
training data and 50% for classifier application, resulted in high
classification accuracies (approximately 80% on average). As in
the studies reported before, however, these results might easily go
back to some perceptual-motor confounds as the different exper-
imental conditions (levels of WML) differed strongly with regard
to the amount of motor activity contained in the EEG signal used
for classification. For instance, in the reading span task the mem-
orized letters had to be typed into an on-screen keyboard every
three or four letters in the low WML condition and every seven
or eight letters in the high WML condition. Thus, in the easy
condition the number of 5-s windows that contain motor signals
from typing should approximately be twice as large as in the dif-
ficult condition. The same is true for the Sternberg task. In the
easy condition, a motor reaction is required after a sequence of
one to three numbers, whereas in the difficult condition, a motor
reaction is only required after a sequence of four to six numbers.
Again, windows containing motor signals should be twice as fre-
quent in the easy condition than in the difficult condition. The
effects of these confounds might be severe as some of the EEG
frequency bands used for classification (e.g., alpha or gamma)
strongly react to motor responses. The n-back task used by the
authors seems to have no obvious motor confounds with regard
to the number of reactions required, however, the task might
suffer from a subtle perceptual confound: The 1-back is a quite
easy task with an error rate of approximately 10% whereas the
3-back is a rather difficult task with an error rate of approxi-
mately 30% (chance level was set to 50%). As subjects received
a feedback (response correct or not) after each trial, the num-
ber of 5-s windows containing the cognitive processing of error
feedback was three times higher in the difficult condition than in
the easy condition. Assuming that error feedback leads to strong
neural responses in the EEG (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Spüler et al.,
2012a) it cannot be ruled out that this perceptual confound due to
feedback presentation has contributed to the strong classification
results. Moreover, as the visuospatial n-back requires subjects to
memorize one vs. three locations on the screen, it cannot be ruled
out that subjects in the difficult condition displayed much more
eye-movements during rehearsal than subjects in the easy condi-
tion. As the authors do not report to have removed artifacts due
to eye movements from the EEG data, this difference might also
have contributed to good classification results.

Based on the abovementioned studies, it has to be noted that
even if there are no obvious motoric confounds of task difficulty
in workload classification studies—as it is, for instance, the case
in the n-back task used by Baldwin and Penaranda (2012) or in
our own study reported above (Walter et al., 2011)—it is nev-
ertheless possible that perceptual confounds are present as more
difficult tasks might result in different visual displays (e.g., more
error feedback or more complex graphics) leading to differences
in processing that are unrelated to the concept of WML (e.g., eye

movements or error detection). Thus, in order to reliably clas-
sify WML, which is a precondition for our goal of developing
workload-adaptive instructional environments, it is important to
train EEG classifiers on tasks that are highly controlled for percep-
tual and motoric confounds, which probably cannot be fulfilled
by the realistic instructional tasks that we eventually intend to
classify in instructional environments.

With regard to the issue of avoiding perceptual-motor con-
founds of WML, the most convincing classification study we
found in the literature was conducted by Brouwer et al. (2012),
who used a sophisticated approach to workload classification
based on a letter n-back task. They implemented three levels of
WML (0-back, 1-back, and 2-back), whereby in the easiest con-
dition (0-back) no updating was required as participants only
had to compare whether a presented letter was identical to a
previously defined target letter. Tasks were presented in blocks
consisting of 48 trials of the same level of difficulty (2.5 s per trial,
2 min per block). Overall, 24 blocks were presented in a pseu-
dorandom order (eight blocks of each difficulty level). The first
six blocks of each difficulty level were used for classifier train-
ing, the remaining two blocks for classifier testing. Similar to
the n-back task used by Baldwin and Penaranda (2012) no obvi-
ous perceptual-motor confounds were committed. Additionally,
compared to the visuospatial n-back task used by Baldwin and
Penaranda (2012) there were probably no differences between
difficulty levels with regard to eye-movements for the letter n-
back task. Moreover, Brouwer et al. (2012) controlled for potential
effects of the differential distributions of error feedback received
by participants for the three difficulty levels. In order to run the
EEG analysis, each block was segmented into non-overlapping
windows of different length depending on the analysis (ranging
from 2.5 to 120 s per window, which allows to test for the rela-
tion between temporal window size and classification accuracy).
Motor responses required to complete the tasks and other arti-
facts like eye blinks were not excluced from the analysis. Different
types of classifiers were tested with regard to their ability to
detect levels of WML. The classifier that was based on oscil-
larory power relied on three frequency bands (theta, alpha, and
beta) obtained in seven EEG channels (frontal, central, and pari-
etal). A SVM was applied to these features to classify different
levels of WML. The results showed that the classification accu-
racy strongly depended on the temporal window size used for the
classification (ranging from 2.5 to 120 s) as well as on the diffi-
culty levels that have to be distinguished. The best classification
results (approximately 85% correct on average) were obtained for
distinguishing complete blocks of 0-back and 2-back task (i.e.,
decision after 48 trials or 120 s). However, as the 0-back task
involves no updating process at all but relies a comparison of a
current stimulus with a predefined target, it might not really be
considered a working-memory task (as compared to the 1-back
or 2-back task). Distinguishing the latter two (thereby involving
a serious detection of the level of WML) yielded classification
results of approximately 75% on average (again based on a win-
dow size of 48 trials or 120 s). However, the classification accuracy
rapidly diminished when the time interval after which the deci-
sion had to be made decreased. For instance, for the distinction
between 0-back und 2-back tasks the accuracy level was reduced
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from approximately 85% on average for a window size of 120 s
(i.e., one block) to approximately 65% for a window size of 2.5 s
(i.e., one trial). Unfortunately, the authors do not report on the
accuracy of the more interesting distinction between 1-back and
2-back task for small window sizes but based on the abovemen-
tioned results it can be expected to be rather small. Thus, the
overall classification results in this study seem to be sound and
encouraging—but they are not overwhelming with regard to the
prospects of yielding a fast real-time classification of WML as it is
needed for developing workload-adaptive instructional environ-
ments. We assume that one reason for the moderate classification
accuracy for short windows of analysis might be the fact that
the motor responses required to complete the tasks as well as
other artifacts like eye blinks were not excluced from the anal-
ysis in the study of Brouwer et al. (2012). As these artifacts are
known to cause strong EEG signals, they can be expected to
increase the overall noise level of the data, thereby potentially
drowning out the weaker signals resulting from the different lev-
els of WML implemented in the study. Accordingly, it might be
a better option to define windows of analysis in a way that a
time interval from at least approximately 125 ms before any key-
press to approximately 125 ms after any keypress is excluded from
the analysis to filter out the strongest motor signals for the sake
of data quality. This is probably most important during classi-
fier training. Using such a procedure during classifier application
would be anyway quite difficult to implement in a realistic online
scenario.

To conclude, several studies have recently been conducted to
classify different levels of WML based on oscillatory EEG data.
Although many authors report results that are quite impressive at
first sight, a closer look usually reveals severe issues with regard
to perceptual-motor confounds of the workload manipulations
chosen. These confounds render it rather difficult to unequivo-
cally attribute classification accuracies to levels of WML alone.
Moreover, as the study of Brouwer et al. (2012) demonstrated,
even if motor signals are not confounded with levels of WML,
they might nevertheless create high levels of noise in the EEG
data that can complicate the effective detection of the more sub-
tle signals resulting from cognitive states. This is particularly the
case when time intervals that contain strong motor signals are
not excluded from the EEG analysis, which is true for all studies
reviewed in this section. However, this type of temporal filtering
will probably not suffice to counteract the problem of perceptual-
motor artifacts in general. A better option with regard to this issue
would probably be the development of more sophisticated meth-
ods for the analysis of oscillatory EEG data based on Independent
Component Analysis (ICA, Makeig et al., 1996). ICA aims at
reconstructing independent sources of neural activity inside the
brain from the EEG data observed at surface electrodes. Once
ICA-based methods become sufficiently sophisticated to rule out
that classifiers strongly rely on the contribution of perceptual and
motor sources, confounds like the ones observed in the above-
mentioned studies might become less severe (see Zander et al.,
submitted, for an example of how this type of methodological
approach might look like). However, until these more advanced
methodologies based on ICAs are available for practical applica-
tion, we would strongly recommend avoiding perceptual-motor

confounds when training classifiers for the detection of different
levels of WML.

Thus, the rationale that we would advocate with regard to our
instructional goal in this paper comprises three parts: First, we
would suggest to avoid realistic instructional tasks of different
WML for classifier training because these tasks will be necessarily
confounded with regard to their perceptual and motor require-
ments. Second, we would encourage using very well designed
tasks from working memory research without perceptual-motor
confounds for sound classifier training. And third, in order to
render these working-memory tasks relevant with regard to our
practical goal, methods of cross-task classification are indicated
for the later application of the classifier training to instructional
target tasks. However, as the studies reviewed in this section might
have sufficiently demonstrated, avoiding perceptual-motor con-
founds that can be erroneously picked up by classifiers remains a
challenge even when using low-level working-memory tasks for
classifier training. In the next section we will argue that overcom-
ing this challenge is an important prerequisite for the successful
application of cross-task classification methods.

HOW TO ALLOW FOR CLASSIFIER TRANSFER? THE CASE
FOR CROSS-TASK CLASSIFICATION
The method of cross-task classification for detecting WML is
based on the use of EEG data recorded during solving simple
and short, but theoretically well-defined working-memory tasks
that induce differences in WML without inducing other substan-
tial differences (particularly with regard to perceptual or motor
processing). These tasks are used for classifier training. After the
levels of WML induced by these tasks have been calibrated, the
classifiers then can be applied to target tasks, for instance, more
complex instructional tasks. For cross-task classification (other
than for within-task classification) all trials of the training data
can be used to calibrate the classifier. Subsequently, each trial
of the test data serves as new and independent input data to
test the separability of the target classes according to the pre-
trained classifier model. However, it requires quite sophisticated
passive BCI methods to train classifiers on working-memory tasks
and to apply these classifiers to more complex learning mate-
rials for the detection of different levels of WML by means of
cross-task-classification. The main challenges of this approach
are (1) identifying or designing appropriate training tasks with-
out confounds for different levels of WML, (2) identifying EEG
features related to WML, and (3) developing machine learn-
ing algorithms enabling cross-task classification of these features
(Schölkopf and Smola, 2002; Lal et al., 2004; Besserve et al.,
2007; Brugger et al., 2008). Achieving high classification accu-
racies requires a good generalizability of the classifier as well as
suitable working-memory tasks for classifier training that induce
the same type and level of WML than the instructional target
tasks.

With regard to our instructional goal, defining a successful
classifier for cross-task classification would not only solve the
core problem of perceptual-motor confounds when training clas-
sifiers with realistic tasks but would also address three other
important challenges of detecting levels of WML during com-
plex learning. First, collecting data for classifier training during
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complex learning tasks is very time consuming for learners, as
a sufficiently high number of training trials are needed to cali-
brate a reliable classifier. Second, realistic learning tasks are not as
reproducible as performance tasks because they inherently induce
learning effects. Thus, using a set of similar learning tasks of
identical complexity does not imply that these tasks will induce
the same amount of WML onto learners if administered in a
sequence. Rather, the first learning tasks in the sequence might
yield much higher levels of workload than the last learning tasks
in the sequence due to learners’ knowledge gains (cf. the discus-
sion of expertise-reversal effects in Section Cognitive workload
and adaptive instruction: A challenge for instructional design).
Third, a classifier trained on complex tasks usually remains quite
opaque with regard to what characteristics of learners’ mental
state the classifier actually has picked up. Simple and theoretically
well-defined working-memory tasks without perceptual-motor
confounds, on the contrary, will be conceptually much more
revealing. Thus, an appropriate cross-task classification approach
might not only serve to overcome important methodological and
practical problems of classifier transfer but might also solve the-
oretical problems. Up to now, there are only a few studies on
applying cross-task classification procedures to workload detec-
tion and as can be seen from these studies, defining training tasks
for cross-task classification is in no way trivial if perceptual-motor
confounds are to be avoided. In the previous section, we already
discussed the study by Heger et al. (2010) who used ANNs for
cross-task classification but had strong motor confounds in the
training tasks (resting state vs. flanker tasks or switching tasks)
as well as in in the target tasks (reading vs. typing). Accordingly,
the strong cross-task classification results in this study presum-
ably demonstrated the cross-task classification of motor activity
vs. no-motor activity but not a cross-task classification of levels
of WML.

Gevins et al. (1998) also used ANNs trained on EEG data
obtained during solving two types of simple working-memory
tasks (verbal and spatial n-back). They were able to success-
fully discriminate between three levels of WML for each of these
tasks. Additionally, they used cross-task classification to distin-
guish between low and high difficulty levels across the two tasks
and reported classification performances above 85%. Although
these results are promising at first sight, it has to be noted that
subjects basically had to solve the same task (n-back) in a ver-
bal and a spatial version. Using two versions of the same task for
cross-task classification is prima facie much simpler than our goal
of using rather diverse tasks like a working-memory task and a
complex learning task. In our current context, we are obviously
more interested in cross-task classification across diverse tasks
than in cross-classifying different versions of the same task.

Another study that uses cross-task classification to distinguish
different levels of WML across diverse working-memory tasks
is the study of Baldwin and Penaranda (2012) that has already
been discussed in the previous section. The authors achieved
good with-task classification results for three different working-
memory tasks. These results might, however, easily go back to
some perceptual-motor confounds as described above. For cross-
task classification, ANNs were trained on one (or a set of two)
of these tasks and tested on a different task, which was not

included in the training set. In this analysis, only very poor
classification accuracies could be achieved. Actually, according
to the authors, the accuracies for each individual subject were
near chance level for all possible combinations of tasks used for
cross-task classification. From our perspective, these disappoint-
ing cross-task classification results could go back to the same
perceptual-motor confounds we pointed out earlier as poten-
tial explanations of the good within-task classification results: If
classifiers can pick up strong perceptual-motor signals that inci-
dentally distinguish between different versions of individual tasks
(high vs. low WML), a good accuracy for within-task classifica-
tion can be expected although this classification does not rely
on levels of WML. Unfortunately, if different tasks have differ-
ent patterns of those distinct perceptual-motor signals, training
classifiers on one of these tasks will not yield transfer to the other
tasks. Alternatively, the authors themselves assume that the three
different tasks they used in their study might induce highly dis-
similar features in the EEG signal because they rely on separate
types of working memory processes related to different neural
structures. In our view, this explanation addresses an important
additional issue and strongly points to an urgent need for a bet-
ter theoretical underpinning of passive BCI approaches to WML
with regard to relevant working memory processes, their tax-
onomy, and their neural basis. In our view, a better theoretical
understanding of different working memory processes is not only
important for designing suitable sets of training tasks for cross-
task classification but also for choosing appropriate strategies for
data analysis as will be pointed out in the next section. Thus,
for achieving our instructional goal of designing passive BCIs
for cognitive load estimation during learning we tried to estab-
lish a strong link to state of the art research on working-memory
processes.

HOW IS WORKING MEMORY WORKING? THE NEED FOR
THEORY ON WORKING MEMORY PROCESSES
When referring back to the multicomponent working memory
model by Baddeley (1986, 2000, 2012), which is the basis of most
instructional approaches to cognitive load, sets of tasks like those
chosen by Baldwin and Penaranda (2012) indeed seem to be
quite disparate with regard to the process components involved.
Baddeley’s model distinguishes different temporal storage com-
ponents for handling diverse representational codes as well as
a central attentional control system for implementing executive
functions. The tasks employed by Baldwin and Penaranda (2012)
differed on the one hand in their requirements with regard to
processing diverse representational codes like letters, numbers,
sentences, and spatial locations. On the other hand, they also dif-
fered with regard to the attentional control processes involved like
updating and matching a set of items (n-back), interleaving sen-
tence processing with maintaining a list of items (reading span)
or maintaining a list of items in the presence of distracting stimuli
(Sternberg task). Thus, when considering the different working-
memory components postulated by Baddeley, these tasks seem to
be quite disparate. Accordingly, a strong cross-task classification
performance between them might not be expected to occur. In
other words, if three tasks are used for cross-task classification,
but each task requires different working-memory processes with
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regard to storage as well as with regard to attentional control, then
no strong classifier transfer between these tasks should be hypoth-
esized unless the different processes involved in the tasks are
characterized by an identical or very similar neural basis. Taking
this line of reasoning very seriously, we propose that a first step
for defining a theoretically sound set of training tasks for cross-
task classification should be an exact definition of the cognitive
processes that need to be picked up by a classifier. From our per-
spective, this step is crucial to allow for an appropriate classifier
transfer with regard to a later target context. Thus, for our cur-
rent purposes of connecting working-memory tasks and learning
tasks by means of cross-task classification it will be necessary to
decide first, which of the different working-memory processes
we want to track. Accordingly, we have to clarify which working-
memory processes are pivotal when it comes to the role of WML
for learning.

Instructional theories like CLT and CTML unequivocally focus
almost entirely on processing requirements with regard to the
storing of specific representational codes in working memory.
Thus, they would consider the capacity limitations of the storage
components of working memory to be the main bottlenecks for
learning, assuming that these components constrain the amount
of new information that can be processed simultaneously in order
to be integrated into long-term memory. According to these the-
ories, the entire learning process is hindered when the amount
of information a learner has to process exceeds the capacity of
these storage components. Using this theoretical account as a
basis for an approach to cross-task classification would prob-
ably imply to define different classifiers for different storage
components in order to measure the WML with regard to one
specific storage component. Consequently, each classifier would
be trained on a set of working-memory tasks using only one
representational code and therefore imposing WML only with
regard to one specific storage component. Interestingly, how-
ever, recent research on the relation between working memory
and instruction suggests a quite different theoretical perspec-
tive. Many studies in instructional contexts have shown that
the individual capacity of the storage components of working
memory (as measured, for instance, by simple span tasks) nei-
ther predicts comprehension and learning outcomes in the short
run (e.g., in studies on multimedia learning, see Schüler et al.,
2011 for an overview) nor in the long run (e.g., in studies on
school achievement, cf. Hoard et al., 2008; Alloway and Alloway,
2010; Kornmann et al., submitted). Instead, the central execu-
tive functions of working memory (that is, the attentional control
processes that are usually required to accomplish more com-
prehensive working-memory tasks; cf. Daneman and Carpenter,
1980; Engle, 2002) seem to be highly predictive for successful
learning and comprehension. These findings render only little
support for the basic assumption of current instructional the-
ories that capacity limitations of the storage components of
working memory are pivotal for learning and comprehension.
Rather, they provide evidence for an alternative idea, namely that
the requirements imposed onto attentional control processes in
working memory might be the crucial constraints for learners that
need to be handled by providing workload-adaptive instructional
environments.

Working out this idea in further detail first raises the issue of
defining more precisely the nature of attentional control processes
in working memory. Baddeley’s working-memory theory might
be a good conceptual starting point in this respect because it
already postulates a central attentional control system for imple-
menting different executive functions. Baddeley has modeled this
central executive after the supervisory attentional system postu-
lated by Norman and Shallice (1986). According to Norman and
Shallice, many cognitive and overt responses are elicited quite
automatically and based on activations of well-learned schemata
in long-term memory. However, in order to cope with situations
that cannot be handled by schema-based processes alone without
resulting in errors, they postulate a supervisory attentional system
that actively steps in to inhibit automatic responses and to select
more appropriate ones. According to this view, the main role
of attention control or executive functions in working memory
might be to replace automatically activated information by more
suitable information in order to avoid inappropriate processing
(for a similar recent account of working memory see Oberauer,
2009). This general idea of attentional control is well in line with
a latent variable analysis of executive functions conducted by
Miyake et al. (2000). In this study the authors measured indi-
vidual task performances in a set of simple tasks—each loading
on one single executive function—as well as in a set of complex
executive tasks. This procedure allows analyzing the contribu-
tions of each executive function to the individual performances
in the complex task. Confirmatory factor analysis indicated that
there are three target executive functions that are clearly separable
although they are also correlated with one another. According to
this analysis, attention control can be decomposed into the three
basic executive functions inhibition, shifting, and updating, all of
which aim at replacing currently active working-memory con-
tents. The authors summarize their results by claiming that it is
important to recognize both the unity and diversity of executive
functions, implying that there is one overarching common factor
representing the overall control of attention in addition to three
specific factors representing the three executive functions.

Coming back to our instructional context, the ideas of Norman
and Shallice (1986) and Miyake et al. (2000) might suggest a
distinction between (1) those instructional situations that allow
for a schema-based processing and therefore require little atten-
tional control and (2) those situations that highly depend on
executive processes (e.g., for selecting relevant information and
inhibiting irrelevant information, for updating and organizing
memory contents or for shifting between different task demands).
Interestingly, and in line with this reasoning, most instructional
design principles elaborated by CLT and CTML indeed address
issues of helping learners to focus on relevant and to ignore
irrelevant information, to update and organize memory contents
and to shift attention between different task demands (cf. Mayer,
2009). Therefore, these design principles fit nicely into the view
that the amount of controlled attention required by a learning
task is pivotal to define relevant WML in instructional contexts.
Moreover, a focus on requirements with regard to controlled
attention (instead of storage requirements) would also be well
aligned to core assumptions of many recent working memory the-
ories (e.g., Barrouillet et al., 2004; Engle and Kane, 2004; Cowan,
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2005, 2014; Unsworth and Engle, 2007; Oberauer, 2009). These
theories agree that attentional control demands rather than tem-
porary storage demands constitute the core of WML. According
to this perspective, the limited ability to control attention con-
stitutes the essence of human working memory limitations and
also explains individual differences in working memory capacity
(Engle and Kane, 2004; Unsworth and Engle, 2007). Using this
theoretical account as a basis for cross-task classification would
first of all imply a very different approach to the selection of train-
ing tasks compared to the approach of focusing on the limitations
of different storage components of working memory. In particu-
lar, in order to define a theoretically sound set of training tasks
for cross-task classification, we would either need a training set
that allows a classifier to pick up the overarching common factor
representing the general control of attention or we would have to
define three training sets that more specifically address the three
executive functions identified by Miyake et al. (2000).

An important consequence of these theoretical insights from
the cognitive psychology of working-memory in the context of
designing passive BCIs for cognitive load estimation would prob-
ably be that we need to better specify the neural basis of the
general control of attention in working memory as well as the
neural signatures of the three target executive functions that con-
stitute controlled attention. This is important mainly because it
may help to inform feature selection for analyzing sets of training
tasks for different aspects of WML. Based on functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques, it has been shown
that working-memory tasks typically involve an interaction of
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the intraparietal sulcus,
which are also described as anterior and posterior attentional
systems in controlled attention tasks (Curtis and D’Esposito,
2003; Klingberg, 2009). This is well in line with known relations
between WML and frontal and parietal changes in oscillatory
power (Gevins et al., 1997; Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Stipacek
et al., 2003; Missonnier et al., 2006; Krause et al., 2010; Sauseng
et al., 2010). It has to be noted, however, that due to vol-
ume conduction EEG signals obtained in frontal and parietal
electrodes do not necessarily indicate that the sources of these
signals also originate from frontal or parietal areas of the cor-
tex. Therefore, fMRI data and EEG data resulting from the same
cortical processes do not necessarily need to map with regard to
the localization of activated voxels in the cortex and the localiza-
tion of electrodes on the surface of the skull that are responsive
to these processes. Nevertheless, fMRI data are highly useful in
our context in order to characterize the homogeneity or hetero-
geneity of brain areas involved in the different working-memory
functions we are interested in. Neuroimaging studies (cf. Nee
et al., 2012 for a recent review of 37 studies, Smith and Jonides,
1999; Sylvester et al., 2003) as well as some recent EEG stud-
ies (Chapman et al., 2007; Kiss et al., 2007; Hanslmayr et al.,
2008; Sörqvist and Sætrevik, 2010; Nigbur et al., 2011) suggest, for
example, that beyond the general fronto-parietal pattern of acti-
vation characteristic for WML, different frontal areas are involved
in different working-memory functions. Detailed fMRI studies
show, for instance, that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Broca
area 9 and 46) is typically activated when holding spatial infor-
mation, monitoring and manipulating information in working

memory, using strategies to facilitate memory, or verifying rep-
resentations that have been retrieved from long-term memory
(Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Owen, 1997; Dobbins et al., 2002; Bor
et al., 2004; for an overview see Owen et al., 2005). Closely related
areas in the mid-ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (Broca area 45
and 47) are activated during the selection, comparison and eval-
uation of stimuli held in short-term and long-term memory as
well as during the holding of non-spatial information in work-
ing memory and the elaborated encoding of information into
episodic memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Petrides, 1994; Henson
et al., 1999). Compared to the frontal cortex, the posterior areas
of the brain that are crucial for working memory—including the
parietal cortex—are mainly responsible for the maintenance of
information in working memory. Thus, these areas have also been
described as a “buffer for perceptual attributes” (Callicott et al.,
1999). In line with this characterization, the involvement of differ-
ent representational codes in working-memory tasks might lead
to subtle differences with regard to the activation of these pari-
etal areas. For instance, Knops et al. (2006) demonstrated in an
fMRI study that two types of n-back tasks (identity match: “stim-
ulus is the same/not the same as n trials before” and comparison:
“stimulus is smaller/larger than n trials before”) with numeri-
cal vs. verbal materials activated slightly dissimilar areas in the
intraparietal sulcus. Besides prefrontal and parietal areas, also the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) shows an increased activation
during working-memory tasks. Activity in this brain region is
often related to increased effort, error detection, and attention
(Callicott et al., 1999). Moreover, the brain regions crucial for
working memory are not operating in isolation from each other,
but are communicating. For instance, a study by Honey et al.
(2002) has shown that the connectivity of fronto-parietal brain
networks increases when working memory is involved.

What are the implications of these findings from the neuro-
science literature on working memory and executive functions
with regard to potential approaches to the cross-task classifica-
tion of WML? First, in line with the functional evidence from
cognitive psychology (e.g., Miyake et al., 2000) the neural basis
of working memory also seems to be characterized by unity (e.g.,
fronto-parietal network activation) as well as diversity (e.g., dif-
ferential involvement of specific brain areas). There seem to be
networks that are involved in all working-memory tasks whereas
other networks are only involved in specific working-memory
tasks. Second, we take this pattern as evidence that it might make
sense to look out for a quite broad neural signature indicating
the load onto a generic common factor representing the overall
control of attention (cf. Klingberg, 2009). Third, although there
is evidence that particular areas are involved when it comes to
specific working-memory functions (e.g., certain executive func-
tions or functions related to particular representational codes),
it might be difficult to distinguish these different functions by
means of their neural signatures in the EEG signal. Differences in
the areas involved are quite subtle so that detecting these specific
signatures might require a further development of more sophis-
ticated methods for the analysis of oscillatory EEG data based on
ICAs (Makeig et al., 1996), also including the activity of networks
(Mullen et al., 2010). These future methods might allow for better
defining (source-based) features, which might enable classifiers to
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pick up these rather subtle differences with regard to the activated
brain areas. In line with this evidence, in our own attempts to
classify EEG data from working-memory tasks, we will first try
to identify an overarching factor of controlled attention involved
in WML. This factor is assumed to represent the unity of exec-
utive functions according to the analysis of Miyake et al. (2000)
and is considered to be based on the same neural basis (i.e.,
fronto-parietal networks, Klingberg, 2009) for different learning
materials, independent, for instance, from the representational
codes involved (e.g., numerical or verbal) or from the specific
executive functions required (e.g., inhibition, shifting, updating).
After having specified more precisely the nature of the working-
memory processes we want our classifier to pick up—based on
the cognitive as well as on the neuroscientific working-memory
literature—we can now continue to develop a theoretically sound
set of training tasks for these processes.

Defining a classifier (based on fronto-parietal patterns of acti-
vation in EEG data) that allows extracting the amount of con-
trolled attention required by a task (independent from specific
representational codes or executive functions involved) presup-
poses at least a set of two different working-memory tasks for
classifier training, each without perceptual-motor confounds, and
both differing substantially with regard to the representational
codes and executive functions they involve (to ensure that the
classifier will not extract these specific features). An ideal set of
working memory-tasks for classifier training in our instructional
setting would consist of two working-memory tasks that are both
known to be highly correlated with achievements in learning
tasks (potentially indicating that the executive functions involved
in these tasks are relevant for learning). At the same time they
should not be highly correlated with each other (potentially indi-
cating that these tasks do not involve the same combination of
executive functions). Actually, a combination of an n-back task
with a complex span task—as used in the study of Baldwin and
Penaranda (2012)—fulfills these constraints. Both tasks are stan-
dard paradigms in working-memory research that predict learn-
ing outcomes very well (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; Engle,
2002; Kornmann et al., submitted) but correlate only weakly with
each other (Kane et al., 2007; Redick and Lindsey, 2013), indicat-
ing that different executive processes might be involved in task
performance. For instance, a reading span task requires shift-
ing between a rather complex semantic processing task and a
rather simple additive updating of a set of items. Contrarily, the
n-back task requires a complex updating of a set of items involv-
ing a replacement (inhibition) of previous set members and a
reordering of the sequence of set members as well as a shifting
between these updating task demands and a simple identity-
matching task. In the light of this analysis it is quite astonishing
that the promising combination of an n-back task and a com-
plex span tasks in the study of Baldwin and Penaranda (2012)
yielded no positive cross-task classification result with regard to
the Sternberg task. One reason for this finding might be of course
that there were differential perceptual-motor confounds of the
three tasks in that study (as already mentioned above). Another
reason, however, might be that the Sternberg task used in the
study does not really represent a working-memory task in the
sense that it involves executive demands like updating, shifting,

or inhibition (in addition to maintaining a set of items): Subjects
had to maintain a sequentially presented list of items for 2 s and
after this phase they had to decide whether a certain probe was
present in the set or not. Subsequently, a new list was presented.
Thus, this task does not involve maintaining a memory set and
working on this set or on other items in an interleaved fashion.
Therefore, the Sternberg task resembles much more a short-term
memory task than a working-memory task. In line with this rea-
soning, Corbin and Marquer (2013) argue that the Sternberg
task can be considered a working-memory task only under very
specific conditions, for instance, when additional experimental
constraints are imposed on subjects that increase the process-
ing load. Thus, in terms of neural signatures, the Sternberg task
may mainly rely on neural networks not involved in executive
control whereas the n-back task and the complex span task may
rely on neural networks required for executive control, but may
differ with regard to the specific mixture of executive functions
required for task performance, which explains their rather weak
correlation on a behavioral level. In essence, as our overview of
the working-memory literature on the behavioral and the neu-
ral level reveals, it will not be sufficient to just select a random
working-memory task or a random combination of working-
memory tasks for successful classifier training when cross-task
classification is intended. Rather, a strong link to state of the art
research in the cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience
of working-memory processes is necessary to select appropriate
sets of working-memory tasks that are characterized by overlap-
ping task demands with regard to the target construct (controlled
attention) and differential mixtures of specific executive func-
tions so that the resulting classifier is not constraint to a specific
mixture of these functions.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED SO FAR? A SUMMARY IN FIVE
LESSONS
As a summary on how the different issues raised in this paper
might be overcome in order to achieve the instructional goal
of designing passive BCIs for cognitive load estimation during
learning we compiled the following list of five lessons learned.
These lessons do not only result from research on cognitive
load in instructional design (Section Cognitive workload and
adaptive instruction: A challenge for instructional design) and
from studies on EEG measures of workload during instruction
(Section Promises and drawbacks of EEG-based measurement
of WML during learning: The issue of perceptual-motor con-
founds), but also from our own initial studies (Section Study
1: Realistic instructional materials imposing different levels of
WML: Do single-subject single-trial EEG data allow for a classifi-
cation? And what is being classified?), from studies on workload
classification (Section Are there successful classifications of lev-
els of WML based on oscillatory EEG data? A critical reflection
on recent studies and some suggestions for improvement) and
on cross-task classification (Section How to allow for classifier
transfer? The case for cross-task classification) as well as from
the behavioral and neurocognitive working-memory literature
(Section How is working memory working? The need for the-
ory on working memory processes). It should become clear from
this list that many details of how to choose tasks for classifier
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training and how to analyze the EEG data resulting from these
tasks might be of crucial importance, even though these details
might appear quite oversophisticated at first sight. In order to
demonstrate the importance of these lessons we applied them
meticulously in designing a follow-up study (Walter et al., sub-
mitted) that resulted in a successful cross-task-classification of
WML. This study will be summarized in the next section.

LESSON 1 – THE ROLE OF TASK ORDER IN THE CONTEXT OF LEARNING
A randomized task order is usually a good choice for classifier cal-
ibration and testing to avoid any confounds of the classes to be
detected with the time of presentation. However, when it comes
to learning tasks, randomization is hard to implement. WML is
a highly volatile learner characteristic that changes during learn-
ing not only due to ubiquitous increases in the complexity of
instructional materials and task requirements over time (objec-
tive complexity) but also due to learners’ increasing levels of
knowledge (degree of expertise, cf. Section Cognitive workload
and adaptive instruction: A challenge for instructional design).
Based on these changes, task order plays a different role for learn-
ing tasks than for performance tasks where a randomized task
order can typically be implemented without hesitation. For learn-
ing tasks, randomization is usually not appropriate. In most cases,
certain materials will be too complex to be understood at an early
phase of instruction while they might be quite easy at a later point
in time. This is due to the fact that an increase in expertise over
time (i.e., learning) allows handling more complex contents than
before without the need to activate a larger number of knowledge
structures in working memory (due to the chunking of informa-
tion into more complex concepts, cf. Section Cognitive workload
and adaptive instruction: A challenge for instructional design).
Accordingly, two materials with identical objective complexity
might impose very different levels of WML at different points
in time during learning due to learners’ knowledge gains. As a
consequence, it is not advisable to present too complex learn-
ing tasks at the beginning of an instructional sequence and too
simple learning tasks at the end of an instructional sequence.
Otherwise, no learning might occur at all because the learning
tasks are either much too simple or much too complex in rela-
tion to learners’ current knowledge prerequisites. This inherent
dynamic of WML in the context of learning tasks due to the ongo-
ing acquisition of knowledge implies that it makes no sense to
present learning tasks in a randomized task order, as one would
typically do with performance tasks: Realistic learning tasks dif-
fer exactly from performance tasks with regard to the fact that
they cannot be presented in an arbitrary order without jeopardiz-
ing their character as learning tasks. This specific characteristic,
however, has serious implications for classifier testing and train-
ing when designing passive BCIs for cognitive load estimation
during learning: Most important, when instructional materials
need to be presented in a fixed simple to complex sequence in
any realistic learning context, it is inevitable that testing a classi-
fier on such a fixed sequence of learning materials is subject to a
confound of objective levels of task complexity and presentation
time. From our perspective, it is necessary to take the potentially
negative effects of such a confound due to fixed task order explic-
itly into account (e.g., the effect that a classifier might pick up

slow drifts in the EEG signal over time as useful information
about task complexity due to the correlation of both factors). We
advocate two measures to counteract these potentially negative
effects. First, with regard to feature selection for classifier defini-
tion, we suggest to use %ERD/ERS ratios (Pfurtscheller and Lopes
da Silva, 2005) instead of simple power values to explicitly cancel
out slow changes in the EEG signal over time. The %ERD/ERS
ratios are calculated by using a baseline signal for comparison that
immediately follows or precedes the target window of analysis.
Second, for parity reasons we recommend to use the same sim-
ple to complex sequence not only for classifier testing on learning
tasks but also for classifier training on working-memory tasks (by
presenting the working-memory tasks needed to train the clas-
sifier in a similar fixed order. When applying %ERD/ERS ratios
to both task sequences (classifier training and testing), the base-
line as well as the window of analysis will both be subject to
potential drifts in the EEG signal over time for all sequences.
Accordingly, these drifts cannot be erroneously picked up by a
classifier.

LESSON 2 – CLASSES BASED ON SUBJECTIVE RATINGS OF WML
The inherent dynamic of WML due to learning explained in
Lesson 1 also has a second implication beyond task order, namely
that it might not be useful to define classes of learning tasks
for classifier training and testing based on their objective task
complexity. Rather, the definition of these classes needs to take
into account that the same learning tasks could elicit different
levels of WML depending on learners’ current degree of exper-
tise as well as on their individual working-memory capacity (cf.
Section Cognitive workload and adaptive instruction: A chal-
lenge for instructional design). For instance, in a block of 40
learning tasks of similar objective complexity, the first 20 tasks
might impose rather high levels of WML onto learners due
to their novelty, whereas the last 20 tasks might impose lower
levels of WML onto learners due to schema formation (chunk-
ing). Accordingly, in line with instructional theories (cf. Section
Cognitive workload and adaptive instruction: A challenge for
instructional design) we propose that classes based on subjective
ratings of WML may be more appropriate for classifier training
and classifier testing than classes based on objective task com-
plexity, at least when the target construct for classification is
the WML actually experienced by learners (which is the case in
the context of adaptive instructional environments). For illus-
tration, consider the example of learning how to solve two-digit
addition tasks in the octal numeral system (base-8 number sys-
tem, e.g., 23 + 77 = 122). This task will be quite demanding
with regard to working-memory resources when encountered
for the first times. However, with increasing practice, it will
become rather easy, comparable to two-digit addition tasks in
the decimal numeral system that we are all acquainted with (e.g.,
23 + 77 = 100). Thus, the WML actually experienced by learn-
ers when solving two-digit addition tasks in the octal numeral
system will change to a large extent over time, whereas the objec-
tive task complexity remains constant. This example should make
clear that the classes that we need to detect in instructional con-
texts are subjective levels of WML and not objective levels of task
complexity.
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LESSON 3 – AVOIDING PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR CONFOUNDS
The windows used for analyzing EEG data during classifier
training should not contain perceptual-motor confounds that
could be erroneously picked up by the classifier. This implies
that classifier training cannot be conducted on realistic learning
tasks but need to be restricted to more controlled experimen-
tal working-memory tasks. Additionally, methods like ICA and
connectivity analyses need to be further developed to better
rule out motor artifacts in the future (cf. Section Promises and
drawbacks of EEG-based measurement of WML during learn-
ing and instruction: The issue of perceptual-motor confounds,
Study 1: Realistic instructional materials imposing different lev-
els of WML: Do single-subject single-trial EEG data allow for
a classification of these levels?, Are there successful classifica-
tions of levels of WML based on oscillatory EEG data? A critical
reflection on recent studies and some suggestions for improve-
ment, How to allow for classifier transfer? The case for cross-task
classification). These methods might eventually allow exclud-
ing those components or networks from the set of features
for classifier training, which clearly reflect perceptual or motor
processing.

LESSON 4 – COMBINING WORKING-MEMORY TASKS
The working memory-tasks used for classifier training should
not be confined to a single type of task. Instead combinations of
at least two working-memory tasks should be used (preventing
the classifier from picking up task-specific features). All working-
memory tasks used should be predictive for achievements in
learning tasks (potentially indicating that the executive functions
involved in these tasks are relevant for learning). At the same
time, the tasks should differ with regard to the specific execu-
tive functions they require (updating, shifting, inhibition) and
with regard to the representational codes (numbers, letters, words
etc.) they involve in order to train a generic classifier sensible to
general changes in the requirements on controlled attention irre-
spective of specific executive functions or representational codes.
This can be ensured by selecting working-memory tasks that only
have a weak correlation with each other (potentially indicating
that these tasks do not involve the same combination of executive
functions). Additionally, it might be wise to avoid visual-spatial
working-memory tasks for classifier training because these tasks
might afford rehearsal strategies that produces different pattern
of eye-movements for different levels of WML (cf. Section How
is working memory working? The need for theory on working
memory processes).

LESSON 5 – DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF WORKING-MEMORY TASKS
One should be prepared that the level of WML induced by con-
trolled experimental working-memory tasks used for classifier
training could differ from the level of WML induced by realistic
learning tasks used for classifier testing. This is a natural implica-
tion of the fact that different task are used for classifier training
than for classifier testing (cf. Section How to allow for classifier
transfer? The case for cross-task classification). Thus, a calibra-
tion procedure for cross-task classification might be needed that
allows for a scaling to adjust a trained classifier to new testing
materials.

STUDY 2: CROSS-TASK CLASSIFICATION OF BASIC
WORKING-MEMORY TASKS AND REALISTIC
INSTRUCTIONAL TASKS
Based on the five lessons outlined in the previous section, we
extended the design of our Study 1 (outlined in Section Study
1: Realistic instructional materials imposing different levels of
WML: Do single-subject single-trial EEG data allow for a classifi-
cation of these levels?, for details see Walter et al., 2011) in several
ways (Walter et al., 2013a; Walter et al., submitted). The goal of
Study 2 was to develop efficient classification methods to differen-
tiate levels of WML based on cross-task classification. We trained
a SVM on two well-controlled working-memory tasks (reading
span, numerical n-back), assuming theoretically that they would
induce similar types of WML (and accordingly similar types of
neural processing) as the two realistic learning tasks we used sub-
sequently for classifier testing (algebra problems). By taking into
account the lessons summarized in the previous section, we were
able to achieve promising results for cross-tasks classification. 21
subjects participated in the study, however, due to technical prob-
lems during data collection, five subjects had to be discarded
from the analysis. For the majority of the remaining 16 subjects
the cross-task classification reached a significant classifier perfor-
mance (p < 0.05, permutation test), with classifier accuracies up
to 95% for the best subjects. The classifier was able to distinguish
the subjectively easier vs. harder set of algebra problems with a
mean classification accuracy of 73%. In the following we will out-
line the methodological strategies that we used to overcome the
inherent challenges of using cross-task classification for cognitive
workload assessment in the context of learning.

TASK DESIGN
Training tasks
According to the considerations in Section How is working mem-
ory working? The need for theory on working memory processes,
it will not be sufficient to just select a random working-memory
task or a random combination of working-memory tasks to train
an efficient classifier for cross-task classification. Rather, it will
be necessary to select appropriate sets of working-memory tasks
overlapping in task demands with regard to our target construct
(controlled attention demands due to WML) and differing with
regard to specific executive functions (see Lesson 4). As described
above, the n-back task in combination with the reading-span task
fulfills these requirements. Thus, we decided to use this combi-
nation of tasks in Study 2. Both tasks predict achievements in
learning tasks very well but correlate only weakly with each other,
which might be due to their different profiles with regard to exec-
utive functions. A reading span task requires shifting between a
semantic processing task and a simple additive updating of a set
of items. The n-back task, on the contrary, requires an updating of
a set of items together with a replacement (inhibition) of previous
set members interleaved with an identity-matching task. In addi-
tion to these differences, we designed the tasks to cover various
representational codes (see Lesson 4). In the n-back task, single-
digit numbers had to be memorized (except the number seven,
which is the only two-syllable number), whereas the reading span
task was based on memorizing letters (from the set B, F, H, J, L,
M, Q, R, X) and on verifying sentences. By these design decisions
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we tried to prevent the classifier from picking up task-specific fea-
tures. We implemented three levels of task difficulty for each task
in a within-subject block design (i.e., 1-back, 2-back, 3-back and
readings spans with 2, 4, 6 letters/sentences). We ensured that sub-
jects received identical visual displays in all levels of task difficulty
to avoid perceptual confounds (see Lesson 3).

Testing tasks
For classifier testing, two different types of algebra word problems
were designed (subtraction problems and fraction problems). For
both types of tasks, again three levels of task difficulty were imple-
mented that strongly differed with regard to the level of WML
they would induce. To avoid perceptual confounds of task dif-
ficulty (see Lesson 3), all word problems contained exactly four
numerical pieces of information at each level of task difficulty
(either numbers or fractions). Additionally, the word problems
were matched for number of words. Thus, we ruled out that more
difficult word problems resulted in more numerical of text infor-
mation or more complex visual displays leading to differences
in processing, which may show up in the EEG (see Section Are
there successful classifications of levels of WML based on oscil-
latory EEG data? A critical reflection on recent studies and some
suggestions for improvement).

In order to solve the subtraction problems, a variable x had to
be calculated by selecting and integrating appropriate numbers.
For the first level of task difficulty, subjects merely had to select
one out of the four numbers (x = a). The second level required
them to subtract two relevant numbers (x = a − b). The third
level, finally, asked for the difference between two differences,
thus involving all four given numbers (x = (a − b) − (c − d)).
This manipulation of task difficult was based on the taxonomy
by Schnotz et al. (2010) and can be assumed to induce strong
differences in WML.

The fraction problems required subjects to select and instanti-
ate algebraic expressions containing fractions and multiplications
in order to determine the value of a variable x. For the first level
of task difficulty, the appropriate expression contained one frac-
tion (x = c · a/b). For the second difficulty level the expression
contained the same fraction two times (x = c · a/b + d · a/b).
The third level contained two different fractions (x = c · a/b +
d · e/f ). This manipulation of task difficult was based on the tax-
onomy by Scheiter et al. (2010) and can be assumed to induce
strong differences in WML.

In all four tasks, subjects had to react with key presses to pro-
vide their answers. They could react either with “yes” or “no”
in the working-memory tasks (identity matching in the n-back
task and sentence verification in the reading-span task) or with
one out of four multiple choice options in the learning tasks
used for classifier testing). The motor reaction was exactly the
same for both working-memory tasks and both learning tasks.
Furthermore, there were no differences in the motor reaction
between different levels of tasks difficulty. No feedback was given
to subjects in order to avoid confounding task difficulty and
ratio of negative feedback (cf. Section Are there successful clas-
sifications of levels of WML based on oscillatory EEG data? A
critical reflection on recent studies and some suggestions for
improvement).

For modeling a realistic learning scenario (cf. Lesson 1), the
mathematical word problems were presented in a simple to com-
plex sequence for each learner (within-subject block design).
Accordingly, a randomized task order for classifier testing could
not be implemented. For parity reasons, we used the same simple
to complex sequence for each working-memory task to generate
the data used for classifier training. To rule out potential nega-
tive effects of such a fixed task order (e.g., slow drifts in the EEG
signal that can inform the classifier) we calculated %ERD/ERS
ratios using a baseline for comparison that immediately follows or
precedes the window of analysis, thus counteracting the potential
confound of time and level of WML (for details see below).

DETAILS OF EEG MEASUREMENT
With regard to the windows used for analyzing EEG data, we
ensured that they did not contain any motor events or perceptual
confounds that could be picked up by a classifier. The windows
of analysis always ended at least 125 ms before any keypress to
exclude EEG signals based on motor planning (Grabner and De
Smedt, 2011). Furthermore, a time interval of 125 ms after any
keypress was excluded from the analysis to avoid potential motor
artifacts (see Lesson 3). Although these decisions with regard
to the EEG analysis as well as with regard to the tasks designs
already yielded highly controlled tasks without perceptual-motor
confounds, we additionally reduced eye-movement artifacts by
optimizing the data pre-processing step (Walter et al., submitted).
We applied the artifact-reduction method described by Schlögl
et al. (2007).

To counteract the potential confound of time and level of task
difficulty, we calculated %ERD/ERS ratios based on power values
using two time intervals for each task, one interval that strongly
imposes the task-specific WML (activation interval, Ia) and one
interval that imposes only a low level of WML (resting interval,
Ir). Defining these intervals requires a theoretically based under-
standing of the working-memory processes involved in the tasks
(cf. Section How is working memory working? The need for the-
ory on working memory processes). We ensured that each trial of
a task included both intervals to avoid systematic evects of drifts
in the EEG signal (see Lesson 1).

In the n-back task, every 2000 ms a new digit was presented for
identity matching. Subjects could react by pressing “yes” or “no”
anytime. For Ia we used the time interval from stimulus onset
until 125 ms before keypress (in this interval identity match-
ing and updating/replacement is required). For Ir we used the
time interval from 125 ms after keypress until the next stimulus
appeared (in this interval mainly storage is required).

In the reading-span task, a list of sentences was presented for
verification (e.g., oranges are blue). After each sentence, subjects
could react by pressing “yes” or “no” anytime. After keypress a fix-
ation cross was presented for 500 ms before a letter (that had to be
remembered for later recollection) was presented for 1000 ms. For
Ia we used the time interval in which the letter was presented (in
this interval a shifting between the semantic processing task and
an updating of the set of letters to be remembered is required).
For Ir we used the time interval from 125 ms after keypress (sen-
tence verification) until the next letter to remember appears (in
this interval mainly storage is required).
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In both learning tasks, a series of word problems was presented
to subjects. First, subjects read a page with facts as long as they
wanted. After keypress a problem statement appeared that had to
be solved. Subjects could react by pressing a next-button anytime
and could then select one out of four multiple-choice options
to provide their solution. Subsequently, a fixation cross was pre-
sented for 500 ms. For Ia we used the time interval from the onset
of the problem statement until 125 ms before keypress for select-
ing the problem solution (in this interval the necessary facts had
to be remembered and inferences had to be drawn for problem
solution). For Ir we used the time interval from 125 ms after key-
press (i.e., after providing the problem solution) until the next
page of facts appeared (in this interval no cognitive processing
was required).

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Concerning the feature selection, we focused on frontal and
parietal electrodes with regard to the spectral power within the
theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–13 Hz) frequency band (see Section
Promises and drawbacks of EEG-based measurement of WML
during learning: The issue of perceptual-motor confounds and
Study 1: Realistic instructional materials imposing different lev-
els of WML: Do single-subject single-trial EEG data allow for a
classification of these levels?). For spectral analysis, an autore-
gressive model was calculated with the Burg-Algorithm. The
%ERD /ERS values for the 10 postulated frequencies (4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 Hz) were calculated with regard to
10 electrodes (F3, Fz, F4, FC1, FC2, CP1, CP2, P3, Pz, P4)
resulting in 10 features for each of the 10 electrodes. For the
sake of consistency, these features were used across all subjects
and tasks.

Cognitive-load ratings were obtained after each block of
working-memory tasks and after each learning task by means
of a 7-point Likert scale. These ratings were used for defining
task classes (according to subjective levels of WML, see Lesson
3) and for adjusting the complexity levels of the different tasks
(see Lesson 5). Since the tasks (n-back task, reading-span task,
and subsequent learning tasks used for classifier testing) dif-
fered substantially with regard to the subjective level of WML
they induced for each of their three difficulty levels, a calibra-
tion procedure was applied (see Lesson 5). We selected two out
of the three difficulty levels for each task based on subjects’ error
rates and cognitive-load ratings. For instance, we removed the
first level of task difficulty of the subtraction problems from
the analysis because it turned out that these tasks were much
simpler than the other tasks. The procedure of selecting two
out of three difficulty levels for analysis allows us to calibrate
difficulty levels across different tasks. For the remaining differ-
ences in the difficulty levels across the four tasks, the scaling
method of the EEG power values was improved by scaling the
data over trials and by adjusting the range of the diverse datasets:
First, our training data were z-score normalized resulting in a
centered, scaled version of the input-data. Subsequently, we cal-
culated the means and standard deviations of the power values
of the training-set. Finally, the testing data were normalized with
regard to these means and standard deviations calculated from
the training data.

In order to define classes for the training and testing of clas-
sifier we analyzed the relation between the objective complexity
levels of the four tasks and the subjective cognitive-load ratings.
In line with our expectations (see Lesson 1) and with instructional
theory (see Section Cognitive workload and adaptive instruc-
tion: A challenge for instructional design), it turned out that due
to learning the levels of subjectively experienced cognitive load
decreased over time within each level of objective task difficulty.
As a consequence, we used subjective cognitive-load ratings for
defining classes. For this purpose, we calculated the mean value of
the subjectively experienced WML for all working-memory tasks
solved by a subject as a personal cut-off point to define two classes
(low vs. high level of WML according to cognitive-load ratings)
for all four tasks (i.e., we defined the two classes for both types of
word problems according to the same subjective cut-off point).
Using this procedure requires to adjust the objective complex-
ity levels of the tasks for classifier training and testing according
to the calibration procedure described in the last paragraph to
ensure that the number of trials in both classes is sufficiently bal-
anced for each individual task (i.e., it is necessary to select appro-
priate complexity levels of all tasks so that all tasks have a similar
range of WML as measured by the subjective cognitive-load
ratings).

For cross-task classification, we used a SVM with RBF-Kernel
that was trained on the combination of the two working-memory
tasks and applied to the two realistic learning tasks. As a result,
the two levels of WML of the learning tasks could be success-
fully classified on a single-subject single-trial basis. On average
a classification accuracy of 73% could be achieved for the 16 sub-
jects. The classification results were significant for 22 out of the
32 classifications conducted (for each of the 16 subjects two clas-
sifications were conducted for the two learning tasks). It has to be
noted, though, that these results are based on classification deci-
sions after each trial of the learning tasks. Taking the results of
Brouwer et al. (2012) into account, much higher accuracies could
be expected when classification decisions would be based on more
than one trial of a task.

In conclusion, the methodological strategies that we used to
implement the lessons learned so far yielded quite promising
results. Our decisions with regard to how to design and analyze
Study 2 allowed for a successful cross-task classification of WML
when solving complex learning tasks. Thus, the most impor-
tant precondition for the goal of developing workload-adaptive
instructional environments based on passive BCIs, namely the
availability of a continuous and non-intrusive assessment of
WML during solving realistic learning tasks, seems to be satisfied.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we discussed and applied several lessons learned
on how to implement passive BCI methods to assess WML dur-
ing learning. A study based on these lessons (Study 2) yielded
very promising results for a cross-task classification of WML
when solving complex learning tasks (see Section Study 2: Cross-
task classification of basic working-memory tasks and realistic
instructional tasks). In the remainder of this paper we will dis-
cuss the prospects for further improving cross-task classification
results and for applying our methods outside the lab in realistic
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environments, for instance by expanding the feature space used
for workload assessment in real-world studies.

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVING CROSS-TASK CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS
To improve cross-task classification accuracies even further, a
couple of additional methods could be applied to the tasks we
used in our studies. One issue that might be addressed by these
methods is the fact that, due to learners’ knowledge gains over
time, the learning tasks needed to be presented in a fixed simple to
complex order, which results in a confound of presentation time
and objective levels of task complexity. Due to non-stationarities
in EEG signals over time, a classifier might pick up slow drifts in
the feature space as useful information about task complexity due
to the correlation of both factors. Although we tried to dimin-
ish this effect by analyzing %ERS/ERD ratios, in future studies,
additional methods for covariate shift adaptation might help to
further alleviate these drifts and to improve classification accura-
cies (Satti et al., 2010; Spüler et al., 2012b). Another approach
would be to present all tasks in a randomized order of diffi-
culty levels to evaluate the influence of non-stationarities on the
cross-task classification results. It should be clear from Lesson 1,
however, that this manipulation is not very plausible as a model-
ing of a realistic learning situation (which is our target scenario)
but should only be used to clarify the role of non-stationarities for
methodological reasons.

Another interesting option that arises from the task design of
Study 2 is to explicitly include very high levels of WML in the
analysis that intentionally result in a “cognitive overload.” Chanel
et al. (2008) found that an excessive increase in WML might lead
to disengagement that is detectable by a reversed EEG pattern
(i.e., theta-desynchronization and alpha-synchronization), which
corresponds to the neural signature of low WML. In our own
study we found that absolute difficulty levels varied substantially
across different types of tasks. We used the calibration proce-
dure described above to remove difficulty levels, which turned
out to be too easy (e.g., arithmetic level 1) or too difficult (e.g.,
algebra level 3) for learners in terms of error rates and subjec-
tive ratings of cognitive load. Interestingly, however, exploratory
analyses of these excluded conditions indeed revealed in line with
Chanel et al. (2008) the similarity of the neural signatures of con-
ditions with very low levels of WML and very high levels of WML
(in the sense of cognitive overload), thereby potentially indicat-
ing task disengagement (Walter et al., 2013b). This pattern might
be exploited in future studies to better define a zone of optimal
workload during learning (high but not too high) and to assess
this zone by applying passive BCI methods. Cross-task classifica-
tion might benefit from this approach because tasks that induce
cognitive overload will be better excluded from the high WML
class.

ASSESSING WORKLOAD OUTSIDE THE LAB IN REAL-WORLD
ENVIRONMENTS
Although we applied our approach of assessing different lev-
els of WML to realistic instructional materials (algebra word
problems), the laboratory tasks used for data collection were nev-
ertheless highly controlled with regard to temporal parameters

and perceptual-motor confounds. However, if we consider our
target scenario of applying passive BCIs in realistic learning sce-
narios the question remains, whether the methods we developed
can be applied successfully outside the lab in real-world environ-
ments, where several parameters are expected to differ from the
lab. Of course, it is highly interesting in the first step to evoke
WML by using well-controlled laboratory tasks as laboratory
tasks and designs allow for high control over most of the relevant
factors and provide a clear structure that can be aligned to cog-
nitive theories of WML. On the other hand, using well-controlled
laboratory tasks moves the whole study further away from realistic
settings. It is likely, that the brain works differently in real world
scenarios, where tasks appear to be more relevant for the person
involved. McDowell et al. (2013) discuss this hypothesis postulat-
ing that the activity of the brain increases with the relevance of
the tasks it is involved in. Hence, it is of great importance that
theoretical and methodological approaches developed in labora-
tory studies are validated in real world environments. Fortunately,
first steps into this direction (e.g., Zander et al., submitted) pro-
vide evidence that today’s state of the art theories explain at least
partially what brain activity is related to realistic workload in
real-world environments.

One of the most important issues with regard to real-world
studies will be the occurrence of perceptual-motor confounds
that have been extensively discussed in this paper. In realistic
environments we would clearly expect workload-related behav-
ioral activity, such as specific changes in the pattern of behavior.
Due to volume conduction such behavioral activity will be added
to the EEG signal through muscularly, ocularly, or translatorly
induced effects. Generally, these changes in the potential recorded
at EEG electrodes will be bigger in amplitude than those resulting
from cortical activity. Hence, it is likely that BCI classifiers might
strongly rely on this behavioral information. Thus, in uncon-
trolled realistic application scenarios it might be quite unclear
whether a single-trial detection system used for classification is
based on brain activity or on perceptual-motor confounds. This
mirrors the methodological problems of many of the studies
discussed in this paper.

As a consequence, it is important to better investigate, which
signals a BCI classifier picks up when moving out of the con-
trolled laboratory environments. As the EEG is a complex mixture
of different signals, complex methodologies have to be applied to
identify sources contributing to it. Recent research revealed that
methods like ICA (Makeig et al., 1996) are powerful tools for
solving this problem. Independent sources of signals can be iden-
tified by their temporal, spectral, and spatial properties. From this
information the type of process might be inferred that underlies
a specific aspect of the overall signal. For instance, data resulting
from artifacts might be better discriminated from cortical activ-
ity, and cortical activity might be divided into different processes
that can be related to specific cognitive and affective states. ICA
can even be used to reveal the connectivity of different cortical
structures. Such network activity likely carries relevant informa-
tion about workload, which is not only based on the activation of
specific brain areas but also on the information transfer between
different areas (e.g., the fronto-parietal networks implementing
controlled attention). Different statistical approaches might be
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utilized in the future to investigate network activity in the EEG.
A description of an open-source toolbox including the most
commonly used methods can be found in Mullen et al. (2010).

To conclude, we consider passive BCIs to be powerful tools
for improving adaptive learning environments in the future,
provided that they are properly validated, first, by combining
controlled experimental studies and complex real-world studies
and, second, by investigating independent components, network
activities and classification properties. Moreover, our passive BCI
approach might also be transferred to many other aspects of
Human-Computer Interaction, using cognitive state monitoring
for introducing fundamentally new types of input, like implicit
interaction (see Zander et al., 2014).
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